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Numerology And The Divine Triangle Dusty
Bunker
For the first time, a Tantric scholar and expert in the Hindu traditions of Ayurveda and
astrology presents a system of numerology that combines numerical calculations,
astrological data, and an analysis of body type. He illustrates the Vedic Square and the
visual patterns that can be derived from it, casting a revealing light on the more
esoteric interpretations of numbers and their relationship to one another.
Recommendations are given regarding strong and weak periods of day or year,
favorable colors and precious stones to be worn, and meditations and mantras to be
practiced for health and prosperity. Explains how to determine the psychic number,
name number, and destiny number; how these numbers relate to each of the nine
planets, and how they apply to every aspect of life--including personality,
temperament, intelligence, talents, sexuality, spirituality, finances, travel, and health.
Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book version for FREE!
Numbers abound in this world, and studying the numbers will tell you more about the
kind of person you are and the person that you can be and have been. Numerology is
the science of using numbers to explain and describe people, what they do, and who
they are. Numerology is a scientific-based system of converting information about a
person to a number that corresponds to information on various charts. And this book,
Numerology: The Ultimate Guide to Numerology for Beginners, Including the Divine
Triangle, the Relationships and Dating Compatibility. Ideal to Discover the Connection
to Astrology, is the only book you will ever need to know exactly how numerology
works and how it can work for you. You will learn how to calculate the numbers that
will mean the most to you as an individual. You will see how mixing combinations of
numbers will give a very different result in your life. And you will even learn how you
can use numbers to know what kind of life you lived in a past life. The worst part
about not trying to make numerology work in your life is the knowledge of what you
will be missing. If you do not calculate your numbers and see what they mean to you,
then you might not even know what kind of person you truly are, what kind of values
you believe in, or what motivates and drives you. You might feel that you could live
forever not knowing these things, but think about how much more improved life
would be if you had a way to interpret the meaning of the events in your life and how
to handle them? So take this book, and use the instructions inside to calculate the
numbers that are important to your life, and learn what they mean to you. You will not
be sorry that you did, and, if done correctly, you will be leading the best life that you
can possibly have. Scroll the top of the page and select the Buy Now button!
Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book version for FREE!
Numbers abound in this world, and studying the numbers will tell you more about the
kind of person you are and the person that you can be and have been. Numerology is
the science of using numbers to explain and describe people, what they do, and who
they are. Numerology is a scientific-based system of converting information about a
person to a number that corresponds to information on various charts. And this book,
Numerology: The Ultimate Guide to Numerology for Beginners, Including Numerology
and the Divine Triangle, the Meaning of Relationships and Dating. Ideal for
Numerology Astrology Lovers, is the only book you will ever need to know exactly
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how numerology works and how it can work for you. You will learn how to calculate
the numbers that will mean the most to you as an individual. You will see how mixing
combinations of numbers will give a very different result in your life. And you will
even learn how you can use numbers to know what kind of life you lived in a past life.
The worst part about not trying to make numerology work in your life is the
knowledge of what you will be missing. If you do not calculate your numbers and see
what they mean to you, then you might not even know what kind of person you truly
are, what kind of values you believe in, or what motivates and drives you. You might
feel that you could live forever not knowing these things, but think about how much
more improved life would be if you had a way to interpret the meaning of the events
in your life and how to handle them? So take this book, and use the instructions inside
to calculate the numbers that are important to your life, and learn what they mean to
you. You will not be sorry that you did, and, if done correctly, you will be leading the
best life that you can possibly have. Scroll the top of the page and select the Buy Now
button!
Freedom through Numbers offers a new take on using your personal numerology
blueprint to reach your full potential and attain freedom and fulfillment related to
your life purpose. This book teaches you how to apply your numbers to the process of
making changes in your life, taking numerology to the next level by using it as a tool
to achieve physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual freedom. You'll learn how to
create practical actions, with a word lists and affirmations, to move forward in your
life. Freedom through Numbers guides you to discover and accentuate your best traits
and talents, and change old patterns and beliefs that no longer apply to your life. Who
you are-and who you have been told that you are-may be very different. Your
numerology Blueprint is the true you. By determining your personal numbers and
learning how to work with them to create change in your life, you activate your
numerology blueprint, applying your numerology information to your practical
everyday life.. This book can be used by beginners starting on their path and
experienced numerologists alike.
The Complete Idiot's Guide Numerology Workbook
The Ultimate Guide to Numerology for Beginners, Including Numerology and the
Divine Triangle, the Meaning of Relationships and Dating. Ideal for Numerology
Astrology Lovers
Numerology and the Mystical Triangle
Learn the Life Path, Personality, Compatibility & Soul Plan with Pythagorean
Numerology, Meanings of Numbers in the Bible and KARMIC ASTROLOGY and Much
More
The Hidden Power in Numerology
Master the Divine Meaning of Numbers and Discover Your Future Through
Numerology, Astrology and Tarot Reading (Discover the Secret of Universe Using
Zodiac Signs, Wiccan Magic & Third Eye)
The love you have always desired is in the Numbers… International
bestselling author and media sensation Glynis McCants created this
exciting guide to love through the power of Numerology because she
believes that the greatest gift one can receive is that of true and
lasting love. The secret is in understanding you and your partner by
the Numbers, and gaining the insights you need to keep your love
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thriving! Glynis' celebrated system is a contemporary spin on the
ancient Science of Numerology that is easy to use and amazingly
accurate. She'll teach you the simple way to create a Numerology
Blueprint that reveals what kind of mate would fulfill your—or a
potential mate's—innermost needs and desires. If you're single, you'll
learn how to pick the right partner from the start! If you're in a
relationship that's lost its spark, you'll have the information you
need to reignite the passionate love you once had. With Love by the
Numbers as your guide, you can ensure that your love relationship
stays healthy, satisfying, and on track for a lifetime. Acclaim for
Glynis McCants L.A. Confidential magazine "To put it simply, if cupid
and a clairvoyant were to have an affair, Glynis McCants would very
much look like their offspring." Leeza Gibbons, talk show host
"Whether it's the numbers of our favorite celebrity couples or our own
bouts with cupid's arrow, we all want to gain more insight into what
makes love work and how we can be better at it! Glynis' Numerology is
like GPS for those who are tired of being lost on the road to love."
John Edward, psychic medium "When I think about Numerology I think
about two people: Pythagoras and his modern day equivalent, Glynis
McCants, The Numbers Lady. Glynis has taken a historic metaphysical
science and transformed it into an easy to understand, organized and
quite honestly entertaining field of study. To sum it up, she's GOT
your Number—now it's time for you to get it."
Comprehensive and authoritative text on numerology.
Dusty Bunker examines the interrelationships between numerology,
astrology and dreams. Using numerology, she shows you how to discover
your Personal Year Cycles and interpret the types of dreams you are
likely to have during these important and predictable life cycles. She
also reveals the meanings of numbers and their corresponding geometric
symbols when they appear in dreams. From an astrological perspective,
she explains how your birth chart influences your world view, then
shows you how to understand your dreams within the context of your
natal horoscope.
Numerology and the Divine TriangleRed Feather
All is One
The Connolly Book of Numbers
Master Numbers
The Consultant's Manual
A Complete Guide to Understanding and Using Your Numbers of Destiny
The Beginner's Guide to Pythagorean Numerology
Numerology - A Beginner's Guide to the Mystic Significance of Numbers
explores everything from karmic and life path numbers, to how to
incorporate lucky numbers into everyday life. Numerology is the study of
numbers and their repetition, in order to interpret their relation and
relevance to our lives. Ranging from 0–11, each number has a specific
meaning, and by adding up the numbers of a specific date, you will come
to a number within that range that can then be interpreted – think
predictions of character traits based on birthdays, charts for the weeks,
months and years ahead. With Remington Donovan's accessible, fun and
vibrant guidance, Numerology opens your eyes to the importance of
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numbers, shows you how to build a numerology chart, and reveals the
ways in which you can glean their relevance in every part of life.
An introduction to astrology includes a zodiac reading for each day of the
year
Using numerology, there are two important numbers worth knowing. The
first is the sum of one's month + day +y+e+a+r of birth. The other is
one's North Node number(s). In this book, you are walked step by step
how to obtain your astrological birth chart, and from there how to
determine your North Node number(s). Please note: effective use of this
book requires either some skill with astrology or access to someone with
some skill with astrology, and the chart on page 264 of the book
Numerology and the Divine Triangle by Faith Javane and Dusty Bunker.
This book aims at introducing you to the great science of Pythagorean
Numerology and connects you to some of the most basic patterns of your
blue-print through which you will be able to expand your awareness and
face your inner conflicts with confidence. You no more need to see your
life as a jigsaw puzzle as all the missing pieces are about to fall in
place.The beauty of Numerology is, it simplifies the chaos and makes all
of it fall in a pattern. Looking inside becomes very simple when you break
yourself down into some simple number codes. The most potent form of
energy is how we think. Our thoughts are cosmic waves penetrating all
time space. They are free to go anywhere anytime. Where we send them,
how we think, and how we act upon, creates who we are. Everything
around us is just a matter of one kind of energy interacting with another.
When the two energies are compatible, the interaction is harmonious,
while when two energies are incompatible, there is discord. Through this
book you learn to be more at peace with yourself and widen the domain of
your influence.
The Big Book of Numerology
A Beginner's Guide to the Spiritual Meaning of Numbers
The Predictive Power of Numbers
Discovering the Spiritual Map Of Your Life With Numerology
Numerology, Astrology, and Dreams
Numerology

Volume I provides essential basic knowledge and procedure. Volume II expands your
esoteric knowledge and experience for use in teaching and counseling.
This is unlike any other book on numerology, because it reveals the science behind
this ancient mystical art and explains why it works. It is also the first book to present
a thorough explanation of the numbers and letters, starting with their origins--the
how and why of their design--and exploring their nature in names and language. In
addition, it introduces the Inner Guidance Number, a powerful tool for accessing our
inner knowing. Note: This is a repackaging of The Secret Science of Numerology: The
Hidden Meaning of Numbers and Letters by Shirley Lawrence (New Page, 2001; ISBN:
9781564145291), which has until recently only been available via Lightning Source.
The first book to present a thorough explanation of numbers and letters, starting with
their origins -- the how and why of their design, and exploring their nature in names
and in language.
Explains how to calculate one's personal numbers and determine what they reveal
about motivations, marriage, self-image, job opportunities, and destiny
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Numerology and the Divine Triangle
A New Take on Numerology
The Secret Language of Your Name
The Numbers of Life
Cycles of Divine Order
The Ultimate Tarot Reading Guide for Beginners. Includes Tarot Card Meanings and
Full Introduction to Numerology and Astrology
Harness the guiding powers of numerology to better understand
yourself, and your life, more fully—from your purpose and goals to
your talents and karmic patterns Spiritual seekers are feeling an
increasingly strong urge from within to connect with and manifest
their life purpose. They are seeking out tools and knowledge to awaken
to this purpose and are doing whatever it takes to achieve this. A
soul contract reading is an accurate, in depth, channeled system of
spiritual interpretation that will empower you by decoding the secrets
of the blueprint of your life hidden within your birth name. It is
based on an ancient system of numerology that uses Hebrew glyphs,
revealing the true essence of the reader’s life purpose as well as
their karma, talents, and goals. This will show you the karmic
patterns you face, the talents you can use to overcome them, the goals
you are trying to achieve, and your soul destiny. This book will
enable you to discover why you are in the perfect place in your
life—and will empower you to move forward from there. Your Soul
Contract will place your entire life in context, enabling you to
navigate your life properly for the first time.
2 Books in 1 Boxset This boxset includes 2 manuscripts: The Complete
Collection of Books on Numerology and Astrology for Beginners. Numbers
abound in this world, and studying the numbers will tell you more
about the kind of person you are and the person that you can be and
have been. Numerology is the science of using numbers to explain and
describe people, what they do, and who they are. Numerology is a
scientific-based system of converting information about a person to a
number that corresponds to information on various charts. You will
learn how to calculate the numbers that will mean the most to you as
an individual. You will see how mixing combinations of numbers will
give a very different result in your life. And you will even learn how
you can use numbers to know what kind of life you lived in a past
life. The worst part about not trying to make numerology work in your
life is the knowledge of what you will be missing. If you do not
calculate your numbers and see what they mean to you, then you might
not even know what kind of person you truly are, what kind of values
you believe in, or what motivates and drives you. You might feel that
you could live forever not knowing these things, but think about how
much more improved life would be if you had a way to interpret the
meaning of the events in your life and how to handle them? The book of
astrology that you are holding in your hand will enlighten the path of
astrology and its basic concept in the best manner. The book 'The
Astrology' reveals the secret of all the key point of astrology. By
reading this book, you will be able to know what is astrology and from
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where it originates. The chapter 'The history of astrology' will teach
you the brief concept of the origin of astrology and their popularity.
While reading this book, you will be able to learn about the planets
and their position in the astrological chart. What kind of energy they
emit and what kind of influence you will receive from them. The book
also teaches you about the relation of the planet with the zodiac
signs in the chapter 'The planet' and the zodiac sign. After reading
this book, you will be able to create your birth chart. You will also
learn about the tools and techniques used to interpret the location of
houses, sign, planets, and their ascendants. Including in this book
collection are: Numerology: The Ultimate Guide to Numerology for
Beginners, Including the Divine Triangle, the Relationships and Dating
Compatibility. Ideal to Discover the Connection to Astrology.
Astrology: The Ultimate Guide For Beginners Going Beyond Zodiac Signs
and Horoscope. Find Yourself Through Astrology For The Soul. Ideal For
Those Who Want Get Closer to Kundalini Rising
Numerology, the simplest of the occult sciences to master, offers deep
insights into the personality. You can use numerology to understand
yourself, friends, associates, and lovers. You can see the dynamics of
relationships and you can determine the best time to marry, change
jobs, move, invest, and travel. Here is the definitive work on
Numerology. Organized for clarity that a beginner can grasp easily and
detailed so that the advanced student will find useful new
information. This volume is designed as a working manual. Among its
features are many examples and some new material on the meanings of
the Master Numbers and Doubled Numbers.
Numerology holds the key to self-understanding, foretelling the
future, and strong sales! Numbers reveal essential truths about
people, their loved ones, and the world around them. Here, readers
learn how to observe those numbers, calculate their meanings, and
interpret what they reveal. Through understanding all types of numbers
(Core Numbers, Karma, Master, Pinnacles/Challenges, Passion, Balance,
Personal Year, Universal Year), they can divine a roadmap to their
future. ?Readers can create forecasts and charts as they would
astrological charts ?The two Complete Idiot's Guides® numerology books
are ideal for bundling together
A Beginner's Guide to Numerology
Numerology and Your Future
Tarot
Love by the Numbers
Decode Relationships, Maximize Opportunities, and Discover Your
Destiny
Numbers and You: A Numerology Guide for Everyday Living

To the conventional scientist, numbers are merely symbols of comparative
quantities, but in the broader, metaphysical sense, they assume a deeper, more
profound significance. The Complete Book of Numerology reveals the underlying
meaning behind the numbers in your life and enables you to understand the
connection between your numerological patterns and your degree of abundance,
health, and general well-being. Overall, delving into the world of numbers will
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provide you with a simple and accurate way to decipher your experiences in the
same manner that a road map helps you navigate a route that you haven’t
previously traveled.
"I suspect the real breakthroughs in our understanding of consciousness are going
to come from an entirely different direction. That direction, controversially, has to
do with psychedelics--which, as many of the contributors to The Divine Spark argue,
offer spectacular potential for the investigation of the 'hard problem' of
consciousness." --from the introduction by Graham Hancock Psychedelics:
Medicinal? Vital in interspecies communication or communion with the sacred? Are
you reaching enlightenment or damaging your brain? In this anthology, edited by
bestselling author Graham Hancock, 22 writers discuss psychedelics and their
myriad connections to consciousness. Travel to South America, the American
Southwest, outer space, inner space, and back in time to revisit Pahnke's The Good
Friday experiment. Explore the effects of ayahuasca, LSD, and much more.
Illuminating the topic like never before: Mike Alivernia * Russell Brand * David Jay
Brown * Paul Devereux * Rick Doblin * Ede Frecska * Alex Grey * Nassim Haramein
* Martina Hoffmann * Don Lattin * Luis Eduardo Luna * Dennis McKenna * Thad
McKraken * Rak Razam * Gabriel Roberts * Thomas B. Roberts * Gregory Sams *
Robert M. Schoch * Mark Seelig * Rick Strassman * Robert Tindall And, of course,
Graham Hancock.
For lovers of tarot, astrology, and deepening your connection with yourself and
others-- a divine roadmap to numerology Ever notice how some numbers seem to
follow us throughout the course of our lives? Consider the numbers we choose when
buying a lotto ticket--birth dates, anniversaries, ages, and addresses as well as other
hopefully lucky numbers. They each have some personal meaning. Through the
centuries, numerologists have been studying the significance of numbers and
perfecting their art in the belief that numbers strongly influence both our behavior
and our fate. They have learned that by understanding the meaning of numbers, we
can gain greater insight into ourselves. In Numerology: Key to Your Inner Self,
world-renowned numerologist Hans Decoz and accomplished writer Tom Monte
have teamed together to produce an easy-to-understand guide that introduces the
reader to the basic concepts and applications of numerology. Presented here is a
technique that relates the major questions of an individual’s life –his talents,
challenges, career, and personal growth--with the basic numeric facts of his
existence--his birth date and name. The book begins with a fascinating explanation
of what numerology is and an intriguing look at the philosophy that lies behind it. It
then examines how numerology works, focusing on the numeric meanings of
personal names, birth dates, and language in general. Included is a step-by-step
guide to calculating your own numbers and interpreting them in chart form.
Outlines step-by-step guidelines for using numerological insights to promote greater
success and well-being, explaining how to evaluate one's compatibility with others,
choose powerful baby names and improve relationships. Original. 20,000 first
printing.
Numerology and Astrology
Numerology: The Complete Guide
Unlock the Mysteries of Your Name and Birth Date Through the Science of
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Numerology
The Complete Book of Numerology
Freedom Through Numbers
Modern Numerology
At last a truly comprehensive and authoritative text on numerology!Part I is a
complete introduction to esoteric numerology.Part II includes extensive
delineations of each of the numbers 1 to 78and, for the first time in book form, a
synthesis of numerology,astrology and the Tarot. Each number is explained as
personal numbervibrations, as a temporary number vibration, in terms of
itsastrological correspondence and in terms of its Tarot symbolism. Each ofthe
Tarot cards is illustrated. Numerology and the Divine Triangle isthe book to which
all books on the subject will be compared from now on.
Never before have the master numbers - 11, 22, 33, through 99 - been examined in
such depth and detail. Faith Javane, one of the most respected numerologists in
the country, reveals the significance of these power indicators, both in our
personal lives and in a historical and cosmic sense. She looks at the progression of
the master numbers as the journey the soul takes as it seeks to master the
different levels of understanding. Javane also analyzes the two single-digit
numbers that, when added together, equal a master number, for example 2+9=11.
These numbers within numbers "test" how well we have learned the lessons of the
master numbers and whether we are ready to move on to the next level.
Easily the most comprehensive and detailed guide to practical and theoretical
numerology on the market, Kevin Quinn Avery's The Numbers of Life stands alone
as the definitive work in its field. Drawing on a long and storied career advising
New York's celebrities, intelligentsia, and politicians, as well as years of
professional study in the areas of astronumerology, astrology, and kabala, Avery
has neatly compiled a lifetime of knowledge in this one useful volume. If you are
just beginning to dip your toes into the waters of numerology or if you are a
seasoned expert, Avery's wisdom is guaranteed to help as you endeavor to derive
meaning from the numbers that surround you. The Numbers of Life combines
practical instruction with years of collected wisdom about the nature of
numerology, astrology, and the occult. Replete with charts and figures about
personality, habits, and soul urge, this book will help you to deepen your own
understanding of yourself and the world around you. Equipped with knowledge
about the details of your future, you can prepare to meet your destiny with
positivity and strength.
Reveal the answers to life's questions by learning how to solve the hidden codes all
around you, with The Ultimate Guide to Numerology. Numbers underpin our dayto-day lives. Our birthday, anniversaries, addresses, and bank accounts—these
complex series of numbers all contain codes to where we may find fortune, and
where cycles of opportunity reside for us in our careers, homes, relationships, and
life events. You can even use numbers to determine your soul's purpose! The
Ultimate Guide to Numerology is the first book to reveal this captivating subject in
its entirety. Written by master numerologist Tania Gabrielle, this guide to the
inner workings of numbers will teach you how to forecast outcomes, optimize
timing on projects and events, take advantage of opportunities, and avoid pitfalls.
This fascinating beginner's guide shows how to decipher your personal birth code
and learn what messages the numbers in your life hold. The Ultimate Guide to
Numerology is the codex to break the codes!
Dream Cycles
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Numerology and Divine Triangle
Birthday Numerology
How to Find Great Love or Reignite the Love You Have Through the Power of
Numerology
The Secret Science of Numerology
Numerology and Your Future, 2nd Edition

55% OFF FOR BOOKSTORES! Numerology, which is simply the study of
numbers, is an ancient tool used to learn more about a person. Each number
involved in a numerology reading explains a different aspect about a person,
and all it uses are simple things like their name and birth date. Numerology also
has connections with other metaphysical tools, such as astrology and tarot. If
you are looking for new insights into your life, then you will find numerology
extremely helpful as this book will cover all of this and more.. In this book you'll
learn: What numerology is How to create your birth chart The meanings of
numerology numbers What master numbers are What numbers can tell about
you And so much more! The best thing about numerology is that it is really easy
to learn. Once you have figured out the equation for the different numbers, you
can provide anybody with a numerology reading. It's a simple way to get a little
insight into your life. If you are looking to learn a new skill, or if you just want to
learn something fun and easy to understand, then this Numerology book is for
you! Get your copy today!
Buy the Paperback Version of this Book and get the Kindle Book version for
FREE! Have you ever wondered about the magic of Tarot cards? Have you ever
gone to a Tarot reading, and had it been spot on? Does the idea of Tarot cards
simply draw you in out of curiosity? Whatever piques your interest, Tarot: The
Ultimate Tarot Reading Guide for Beginners - Includes Tarot Card Meanings and
Full Introduction to Numerology and Astrology is the book for you. This book
will guide you through the basics of Tarot so that you will feel enabled and
empowered to do your own readings for yourself and others. The act of Tarot
reading, as a form of divination, is an eclectic practice, and there are many
different ways and paths to take on this journey. This book will help you figure
those out! Along with the Tarot, things like numerology and astrology can also
play a big part in enhancing a Tarot reading, so a brief introduction to both of
these subjects and their use in Tarot are included at the end of this book. All the
knowledge that this book can give you is a great starting point and building
block for furthering your knowledge and expanding your idea of what the Tarot
can be and do for you in your life. What you will learn in this book: The Tarot's
occult history and correspondences The modern Tarot deck versus its
predecessors Meanings behind each of the 78 Tarot cards What are the Major
and Minor Arcanas? What are the Suits? An introduction to Tarot spreads A
variation of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10-card spreads to test your hand The Celtic
Cross, the Wheel of the Year, and the Opening of the Key How to set up for a
Tarot reading Creating a sacred space physically, mentally, emotionally, and
spiritually How to use energetic supplements How to read for yourself What
challenges you may face The benefits that come from reading your own Tarot
How to read for others Learning how to deliver negative news How to explain
the "negative" Tarot cards What to do if a reading does not add up How to be an
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ethical reader How to set your boundaries How to work with the 5 Components
of Circumstance How astrological symbols work with the Tarot Zodiac signs
Planetary associations How numerology connects to the Tarot Important
numbers and how to determine them Life path number, expression number,
Tarot birth card, etc. Scroll the top of the page and select the Buy Now button!
In this book, Dusty Bunker will help you predict future trends through the
Personal Cycles revealed by numbers. Topics include: Your Four Personal
Numbers. Your Personal Year Month, and Day Cycles. How to determine your
time of birth. Number delineations for character analysis as well as for
prediction. This book is an indispensable companion to Numerology and the
Divine Triangle, but it requires no previous knowledge of numerology. Ms.
Bunker substantiates her system with extensive evidence from the past, as a
basis for prediction of the future.
Your birthday number is more than simply the day you were born. In fact, it's one
of the things that makes you unique. And it can have a profound influence on
your life. In Birthday Numerology well-known numerologist Dusty Bunker and
psychic counselor Victoria Knowles combine their knowledge of numerology,
psychic development and symbolism to explain the significance of birthday
numbers. Now you can examine different aspects of your own personality in
relation to your birthday number. You can also focus on the personalities of
family members, close friends and even complete strangers. The thirty-one
numbers cover each day of the month so you can easily find your own number.
The introductory section discusses the foundation and validity of birthday
numerology. Find out why it' s special to be a "three", a "seventeen", a "thirty"
or whatever your birthday number is. Learn why your birthday is so crucial in
evaluating your personality and other facets of your life.
The Hidden Meaning of Numbers and Letters
Use the Power of Numbers and Your Birthday Code to Manifest Money, Magic,
and Miracles
Decode Your Destiny with the Divine Triangle. Understand the Power of
Numbers, and Discover Relationship and Dating Compatibility with this Step-byStep Guide
Numerology Has Your Number
The Power of Birthdays, Stars & Numbers
The Divine Spark: A Graham Hancock Reader
Dream Cycles offers a new and exciting aproach to dream interpretation. The
premise is that dreams come from an inner source full of symbolism. Using the
nine basic cycles in your life, you can open your dreams and read them in the full
context of the events in your life.
55% discount for bookstores! Now at $35.95 instead of $55.95! The Ultimate
Guide to Numerology for Beginners. Your customers will never stop using this
amazing book!
According to many numerologists, nothing happens by accident. Everything
happens because of numbers. As the theory goes, each number has a unique
vibration, giving it certain properties. These properties can shed light onto a
person's behavior, or predict whether romantic partners are compatible.
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Numerological analysis can determine a person's lucky number, or lucky day.
Recurring numbers can offer clues into how the world works, or the significance
of people, and events. The process of translating words to numbers is central to
numerology. The day we were born holds significant meaning to us, and not just
because we find ourselves a little older. The exact day we were born directs not
only our personalities but our attitude toward the world, and what journey to we
are destined to take. In your numerology portrait, three numbers, the birthday
number, the life path number, and the attitude number, all come from the
numbers in your date of birth. Unlike those that come from your name, your birth
numbers cannot be changed, and therefore have a stronger hold over you.
Curious about what your birthday says about you?NAME NUMEROLOGY Our
name, what we call ourselves, is deeply important, it is our identity, our personal
brand. This section explores all the ways name numerology can be expressed,
which are: the soul urge, the personality number, and the power number.
MEANING OF NUMBERS IN THE BIBLE An essential key to understanding God's
Word, and its design is through the meaning of Biblical numbers. Their
connections, and patterns, when we search them out, and understand them,
reveal the handiwork of God. Although the arrangement of some is obvious,
others are not, and require in-depth Bible study. The patterns found do not exist
by random chance but by design. Each one has a particular symbolism attached
to it by our Creator. KARMIC ASTROLOGY: KNOW YOUR KARMA, AND YOUR
DHARMA Numerology is based on the idea that each of us is a spiritual being, or
a soul, who incarnates many times in order to further evolve toward higher states
of awareness. During our evolutionary path of many incarnations, we have
accumulated a wealth of wisdom, but have also made mistakes, or have
sometimes abused the gifts we've been given. To rectify such errors, we may
take on an additional burden in order to learn a particular lesson that we failed to
learn in previous lifetimes. In Numerology, this is called a Karmic Debt.
Pythagoras and Number Symbolism Pythagoras postulated that the meaning
behind numbers was deeply significant. The Pythagoreans believed that all
things were made of numbers. Let's examine what sacred meaning the
Pythagoreans ascribed to some of the numbers!
Harness the power of numbers! Numerology has been around since the sixth
century B.C. and has been used throughout the ages to reveal the secrets of
personality . . . to determine the numerical vibrations surrounding different
aspects of life . . . and to select the key numbers in your life that will lead to
happiness and prosperity. If you can count on your fingers, you can use this
ancient system to discover: • What is the purpose of your life? • Which day is
your sexuality highest? • Which lottery numbers should you choose? • When is
the best time to make decisions? • What cities are the best for you to live in? •
How can you tell if someone's right for you? Featuring numerological profiles of
famous people and trends!
Reveal Essential Truths About Yourself, Your Loved Ones, and the World Around
You
With Tantra, Ayurveda, and Astrology
The Complete Personology Reference Guide
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Read PDF Numerology And The Divine Triangle Dusty Bunker
North Node Numbers
Numerology for Beginners
Your Soul Contract Decoded
Explore numerology and discover deeper meanings in your life What if you could deduce a great
deal about yourself, or someone else, simply based on your birthday and name? Numerology is the
system that reveals the hidden meanings around numbers. A Beginner's Guide to Numerology will
teach you to harness your intuition, learn more about others, and make big decisions. Tap into your
highest potential to understand vibrations and learn the qualities associated with each number. By
looking at the secret meaning in numbers, names, and more, you'll have a better knowledge of
yourself and others. This awesome book on numerology includes: Core numbers--Compile your
profile to learn about yourself, see your karmic debt and karmic lessons, and discover your soul's
purpose. Friends and family--Use more readings and unique charts to decode the relationships you
have with friends, family members, and significant others. Mystical connections--Use the practices
of astrology, tarot, and crystals to make even more connections and deepen your numerological
powers. When it comes to books about this belief system, A Beginner's Guide to Numerology has
what you're looking for. Decode. Discover. Deepen your life's purpose.
People who succeed do so not only because they are determined but because they know when to take
action! In this updated, revised, and rewritten 2nd edition, Dusty Bunker will help you predict your
future and identify trends around the world through personal cycles and numbers. Find out the
importance of timing and how you can use number cycles to plan what's ahead and prosper in
unbelievable ways. In a stroke of divine comparison, you'll find the accuracy of the predictions
Dusty made in 1979 for the 1980 decade and then what's to come beyond that through the trends
she reveals for the 2020s--what she calls "A Decade of Privacy Due to Burnout: Ransomware, the
Internet, Social Media, Deepfake, Facebook, Politics, Robocalls, and Sex." And . . . for the first
time, she unveils a repeating cycle that will occur in the 2020 decade that suggests three major worldshifting events. In this perfect companion to her major work, Numerology and the Divine Triangle,
take a revealing and uplifting journey of personal discovery to spiritual awareness. You'll find that
timing is the key to success in love, money, fame, and happiness!
Volume 1: The Personality Reading
2 Books in 1. The Complete Collection of Books on Numerology and Astrology for Beginners.
Includes Relationships and Dating Compatibility, Zodiac Signs and Horoscope
The Ultimate Guide to Numerology for Beginners, Including the Divine Triangle, the Relationships
and Dating Compatibility. Ideal to Discover the Connection to Astrology
Psychedelics, Consciousness, and the Birth of Civilization
The Ultimate Guide to Numerology
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